2018 VOYAGERS WEEK
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Culinary Pursuits

Trip Leader: Lauretta Hyde

All Grades | Cost Estimate: $380 | School Day Hours

Love to eat? Is hanging out in a warm kitchen that smells like homemade bread your idea of
heaven? If you answered yes to these questions, this might just be the Voyagers Week adventure
for you. Come spend the week journeying around the Sound introducing your taste buds to new
flavor sensations AND learning cooking and kitchen skills that will serve you well for the rest of
your life. Not only will we be cooking up a storm, we will be touring fun specialty markets and
visiting a very delicious factory in Fremont that we might never want to leave. This is an adventure
that generally runs the course of a regular school day, so if you love having fun-filled days, but
also like sleeping in your own bed at night, then let’s learn and play and cook together during this
special week.

Utah Wild

Trip Leader: Ethan Cudaback & Zoë Hughes

Grades 6-8 | Cost Estimate: $1,300 | 5-6 Days

Utah boasts some of the most beautiful, unique,
and diverse natural scenery in the world.
Mountain ranges turn into vast canyons turn
into surreal landscapes of brick-red spires and
arches, leaving spectators with thoughts of
other planets. Base camp for our adventure will
be Moab, Utah. From Moab we will visit:

CANYONLANDS NATIONAL PARK: Canyonlands
is known for its dramatic desert landscape carved
by the Colorado River. Island in the Sky is a huge,
flat-topped mesa with panoramic overlooks. Other
notable areas include the towering rock pinnacles
known as the Needles, the remote canyons of the
Maze and the Native American rock paintings in
Horseshoe Canyon.

ARCHES NATIONAL PARK: Arches lies north
of Moab. Bordered by the Colorado River in the
southeast, it’s known as the site of more than 2,000
natural sandstone arches, such as the massive, redhued Delicate Arch in the east. Long, thin Landscape
Arch stands in Devils Garden to the north. Other
geological formations include Balanced Rock,
towering over the desert landscape in the middle of
the park.

BEARS EARS NATIONAL MONUMENT: Bears Ears
monument park protects over a million acres of
public land surrounding the landmark pair of mesas,
Bears Ears, as well as protecting the Native American
ancestral homelands.

Hikes abound in picturesque arches, canyons,
ancient petroglyphs and archeological sites,
dinosaur fossils, and our choice of tours
including mountain biking, zip lines, horse back
riding, and night sky viewing.
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Oregon Shakespeare Festival
Trip Leaders: Todd Wooster & Alisara Martin
The game’s afoot! For this trip, we will have the distinct
pleasure and fortune to travel to the world-famous
Oregon Shakespeare Festival (OSF) in Ashland, Oregon.
The OSF is a respected theater company that has been
producing Shakespeare’s plays (in the oldest replica
Elizabethan theater in the Western hemisphere!) for
more than 80 years.
We will view four plays: firstly, there’s Shakespeare’s
Othello, a dramatic and tragic tale of jealousy and
deception; and secondly, we have Shakespeare’s Henry
V, an exciting and action-packed account of a young
king’s rise to power. For our last two shows, we will see
a production of Jane Austen’s classic tale of sisters in
love, Sense and Sensibility, and then Destiny of Desire,
a new play described by OSF as a tale about “family,
greed and the mad pulse of love.” What a lineup!
Ay, but mark! I bear thee even better news: not only
will we see four incredible plays, but we will also work
with the actors and producers themselves!

The Show Behind the Show: We will discover
what’s behind the shows on a walking tour with a
company member, after a brief talk about the history of
the Festival and the intricacies of operating a theatre.

Grades 5-8 | Cost Estimate: $745 | 5 Days

The tour includes theatre spaces, backstage, Green
Room and other behind-the-scenes areas.

Theater Workshop: We will have an exciting
opportunity to work with company members to explore
themes, characters and language of the plays in two
hours of on-your-feet exercises.
Design Workshop: What inspires the designs

for this season’s productions? What factors influence
the designers’ choices? These questions and more are
answered in a one-hour exploration of the creative
process.

Prologues: Prologues introduce characters, themes,
language and other background information and are
offered for every play in the season. We will attend
Prologue workshops for each play, paying special
attention to challenging themes or complex language.
This Voyagers Week experience will be an actionpacked, thought-provoking, word-slinging, fun-filled
trip. We will drive down on Monday, March 12, and stay
in a local rental house. On top of being steeped in all
of this theater, we’ll also take some time to explore the
town before turning for home on Friday, March 16.

Bodies in Motion

Trip Leader: Russ “Profe” Ray
with Jaffrey Clark & Andrea Braganza

All Grades | Cost Estimate: $350 | 5 Days, 1 Overnight

Let’s move, explore, and test our physical abilities! This week-long full body adventure will include
activities that stretch our minds and challenge our bodies. We’ll journey to Vashon’s own skate
park, hit the dirt at Dockton Park’s newest bike trails, head off island to try our hands (literally) at
a Climbing Wall, trek through the snow for a Cross Country skiing outing, search out an elusive
bouncy gymasium for acrobatic feats, and head to the hills for a day hike and overnight campout!
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Trash to Fashion
Trip Leader: Joleen McCauley

All Grades | Cost Estimate: $280 | 5 Days

Do you have an interest in designing clothes or outfits? Do you also care about the earth? These
two passions collide in this Trash to Fashion Voyagers Week! We will be looking at the cycle that
includes where our stuff comes from and where it goes when we are done with it. We will talk with
professionals in the fashion world who are helping big name clothing retailers cut down on their
environmental footprint. They will share what they are doing to help these companies on their
mission to become more mindful in their practices. The big fun comes in when we invite a working
clothing designer in to help us create couture outfits from bits and pieces of all things recycled.
Think of a blouse made from braided plastic bags and rows of ruffled newspaper cascading down
a skirt leaving a train of newsprint ruffles three feet behind you! Imagine bubble wrap painted
silver and turned into a mini dress with earrings and shoes embellished with painted bottle caps
to round out the outfit. Maybe you will create a men's suit or jacket embellished with cd's cut
into diamond shapes. The possibilities are endless! We will have a chance to present our amazing
designs on the final day in a Trash To Fashion Runway show!

